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Execution of the youth of the Sunnis in Iraq at the expense of Khamenei!
The Iraqi situation

Iraq-Baghdad, 13.12.2017, 01:56 Time

USPA NEWS - Translated by David Al Bayaty

It is known that judgment is the title of truth !
which truth you speak and which justice you demand? About
Is it the truth of the mandate of Satan Khamenei, as some officials in Iraq call it (Mr. Commander) ?!
Is it the truth of the international criminal Qassim Soleimani?
Or the justice of the state of militias and gangs led by internationally wanted criminals (INTERPOL)?
Perhaps it is the justice of the Iraqi judiciary, which releases the corrupt and the terrorists by the orders of the parties and the influential
political forces and specifically the hegemony and dominance of the Dawa Party under the chairmanship of Nuri al-Maliki on the
judicial system!

In Iraq today if you are from (Ahl al-Sunnah)therefore you are accused under the law of 4 terrorism ..You are from the Sunnis, then
bleed to death!
The execution of the (Sunnis) is part of the policy of the Iraqi government. It is not new to the militia leaders, because it is part of the
Iranian creed and behavior, the descendants of Kisra, where the people of the western provinces have been subjected since 2003 to
the Iranian crimes of genocide in the manner of the Jewish Holocaust in the days of Nazi Germany!
The question: How long will the gang that governs Baghdad carry out the death sentences on youth and men of the Sunnis according
to unfair trials ,is there a specific date that will stop these crimes that are carried outside the framework of a fair system .. When will the
Sunnis in Iraq will get rid of arbitrary arrests and enforced disappearances and torture ?!

In fact, most of the charges of terrorism and others against this affected community, their first cause is the (political rivalry) and that all
the evidences and proofs that govern the poor citizen is based on flimsy evidence under the item (4 terrorism)! All of which are criminal
provisions that violate the human rights provisions, but it is not strange to those who committed massacres in Ahl al-Sunna in Diyala
province, the killing and detentions of the families of Jarf al-Sakhr and others, and the assassination of officers, pilots and symbols of
the state, especially we must prove that the assassinations of pilots and Baathists included all sects without exception.

You, Iraqi citizen (the Sunni) will become a traitor and a conspirator to the homeland and will be a Daesh and will put your neck captive
between the ropes of gallows, if you do not praise Satan Qasim Soleimani, and love the militias and the clerics of Tehran and Qom, as,
the cowards did and still do, who claim to represent the Sunni community who openly declare on the hypocritical satellite channels
that( Mr. Sulaimani and Al Haj Abu Mahdi Al ““Muhandis),God is Greater that Sulaimani became as a MR and Al-Muhandis became
Al Haj(Pilgrim)??
Certainly, everyone who praises and defends the criminals is an opportunistic person because everyone knows and is well versed in
the history of these figures and how they attacked and manipulated their army during the Iran-Iraq war.

We will try to shed light on some international and world reports on this subject, even if it is brief:
1. Lynn Maalouf, Director of Research, Amnesty International Regional Office, mentioned ,in response to the series of executions
which the Iraqi government performed against a number of Iraqi Sunni youth under the charge of terrorism that the Iraqi authorities
have a regrettable record when it comes to the death penalty, saying that there are many Cases of execution of people from Sunni
provinces done aftermath unfair trials after being tortured in order to extract recognition from them!

2. The Geneva Center for Justice: On 16 June 2016,in the call issued by the Geneva Center for Justice stated that the executions in
Iraq are carried out because of the judicial system, which is not independent, dishonest, and subject to political and sectarian



considerations and the lives of thousands of Iraqis are in danger, thus the international community must stand up against the death
penalty in Iraq. The Geneva International Center for Justice (ICJ) appealed urgently to the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights and to the States members of the international system, highlighting the danger of accelerating the implementation of
executions in Iraq under a judicial system lacking the most basic elements of justice and independence. .
3. On 26_1_2014, Mr. Straun Stevenson, a senior member of the European Parliament, declared to the European Parliament (that
mass executions in Iraq resemble the slaughter of sheep in the slaughterhouse )!
All of the above confirms that we are being killed by the Iraqi government under the pretext of the distorted Iraqi judiciary, which has
become to the Inquisition in Spain as a picnic for them.

The late poet Ahmed Matar wrote a poem about the criminality and injustice of the governments, from which I quote some verses:

To whom should we complain our tragedies?
Who will listen to our complaints and finds us?
Should we complain our death a disgrace to our guardians?
We are a flock and the butcher is our shepherd
Expatriates walking in our lands
We carry our coffin forcibly ... with our hands
Our guardian ““may God sustain our guardian-
Witnessed us as a middle nation
Thus he left us with no Life .. and left us with no religion
You ,Rulers of the matter .. our God may reward you good
You ,The rulers of the matter, this victory is sufficient to you and sufficient to us
Congratulations
The second part of the title of the article is quoted from the poem of Ahmed Matar (We a herd and the butcher is our sponsor).
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